ChooseKindness.com
Career Description
Vegetarian/Vegan Magazine
Career
Associate Editor and Subscriptions Manager
Jenny Humphrey
Your Name
VegNews Magazine
Business Name
3620 Wawona Street
Street Address
San Francisco
City
California
State
94116
Zip
415 665 63987
Phone
jhumphrey@vegnews.com
E-mail Address
www.vegnews.com
Website Address
What training is needed to For this position one ought possess a college degree,
preferably in journalism or writing. One can find an entrywork in this field?
level job in this field, so long as one doesn’t mind starting
from the bottom, perhaps copyediting or fact checking.
What is a typical week
like or what do you spend
most of your time doing in
your job?

I spend a good majority of my time processing
subscriptions, dealing with subscribers, and performing
other administrative duties. As an editor, I participate in a
lot of meetings, edit the magazine, and come up with new
ideas. I also table booths at conferences.

What is the job outlook
for this field?

It doesn’t have a high demand, and a lot of people want to
work in this field. Therefore you must be willing to work
for a relatively modest wage, and work long hours. You
should also show a large amount of drive and enthusiasm
for the work.

What are the benefits of
working in this field?

Countless. I am able to work on a creative project, with
tangible results. I am able to reach a large amount of people
through my work. And most importantly, I am able to work
for an ethical company dedicated to the cause of
vegetarianism. I like to think that I am doing some good in
the world, and this represents the top benefit of my
position. Also I get to enjoy a lot of free samples, and to
travel for the job.

What advice or other
information do you want
to share with someone
considering this field?

Don’t go into journalism unless you maintain a lot of
passion for the field; otherwise you will burn out. Be
persistent. When applying for positions, make sure that
your resume and application represent your absolute best
work. Make it a part of your daily routine to search for that
perfect position. Remember the primary duty of journalism:
to inform the public. In this light, don’t work for a
publication without ethics and integrity. Don’t sell out.

